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CAD-integrated analysis tools are more and more used to gain first results early within the design
phase. A common question when performing finite element analysis within or close to CAD programs
is which topics can be solved by using these tools. On the other hand it has to be judged which topics
are to be analysed using specific - so called 'stand-alone' - FE software.

Especially when assemblies have to be analysed often a discussion about the correct and sufficient
modelling of these assemblies arises. Modelling and analysing assemblies which involve bolted
connections or weldings may be difficult for less experienced design engineers. Moreover, nonlinear
topics involving contact and material nonlinearities (especially plastic components) often are an issue
for misi nterpretation.

Within this discussion the topic should be to find the correct methodology to solve the given problem
whether it is in CAD-integrated programs or in specialized 'stand-alone' solvers. The task and
challenge for both, software providers and engineering services providers is to give the required
knowledge for analysing specific complex assemblies to the design engineers. lf this is omitted
integrated analysis might give more problems than solutions.

This paper shows some practical example, namely a hydraulic component, a boat hull and a bolted
connection to show the possibilities and limitations from the viewpoint of an engineering service
provider. lt can be conclude that linear elastic analysis of solid parts can be performed reliable in both
integrated and stand-alone tools. However, if material or geometric nonlinearities occur in the given
problem large differences in the analysis results can occur. lf assemblies are analysed the differences
may be very large depending on the assumptions (fixed or elastic) for the connection.

lntroduction:

The developments within the CAE market over the last few years showed an increasing usage of
simulation tools, especially finite element (FE) analysis, within CAD programs. Several CAD programs
offer possibilities to perform finite element analysis. However, the capabilities of analysing mechanical
and/or thermal topics differ. Whereas linear elastic mechanical analysis can be performed by most
CAD-|ntegrated FE tools nonlinear capabilities (especially geometric nonlinear capabilities) can rarely
be found in CAD packages.

One of the main reasons for the rapid development of CAE tools in the design market might be the
market size. The CAD market is several times larger than the CAE market. When looking at different
companies that already use FE analysis or other CAE programs in their development process the ratio
of design engineers to CAE engineers varies from 3:1 up to 10:1 . This ratio actually depends on the
complexity of the designed product. In standard mechanical engineering applications, especially in
SME's CAE programs are sometimes still not used today. Larger companies commonly use CAE tools
in the development process, however, the CAE department is much smaller than the CAD department.
On the other hand in high tech areas, like aerospace and automotive applications the CAE department
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is only slightly smaller than the CAD department. For example Magna Steyr employs about 350
engineers in the R&D department from which approximately 120 deal with CAE topics.

The analysis capabilities of the different CAD packages are still growing. The integration of additional
capabilities, however, is mainly performed by

. Acquisition of CAE software programs by CAD manufacturers
o Example: Dassault Systems acquired Abaqus two years ago

o The usage of so called add-on products from CAE manufacturers
o Example: MSC Software and ANSYS provide add-on's for many common 3D CAD

packages

Both ways currently lead to the situation that more and more rather complex analysis capabilities like
material nonlinearities are added to the integrated analysis tools. Especially when plastic components
are analysed the nonlinear material behaviour may be of importance. However, the usage of this
feature requires a knowledge about the nonlinear (elasto-plastic, hyperelastic) material behaviour.
Moreover, the integrated analysis tools more and more move from analysing single components
towards analysing assemblies consisting of several parts that are connected using fasteners. This
development serves large chances but also risks.

Chances:
r Fast results in early design phase
. Analyse several versions
. Save time and money

Risks:
r Underestimate stress results due to coarse mesh
o Assume rigid connections where elastic connections would be appropriate
r Usage of linear elastic analyses which overestimate stress results and discredit FE analysis

as not reliable

Analysis topics:

Among the different topics that can be solved by using CAE tools mechanical analyses and specifically
isotropic linear elastic quasistatic analyses of single parts are commonly performeä. The results of
these are deformations and stresses (Mises equivalent stresses in mosi cases). However, some other
analysis types namely

o Eigenfrequencyanalysis
r Buckling
o Contact without friction (sometimes)
o Temperature fields (sometimes)

can be analysed with CAD-integrated tools as well.
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Many more complex topics like
r Nonlinear material behaviour (Plasticity, Hyperelasticity, . .)
r Orthotropic material behaviour
r Geometric nonlinear behaviour
o Contact including friction
r Buckl ing

have to be solved incorporating general purpose FE solvers, like NASTRAN, ABAQUS or ANSYS.
Moreover, if coupled thermo-mechanical topics or Fluid-structure-interactions are of interest CAE
specialists have to get involved to solve the given task.

It should be noted at this point that one of the main topics namely a fatigue analysis of a structure is
commonly only possible with stand alone programs. A judgement of the fatigue strength is often
performed in specialized programs (FEMFAT, MSC.Fatigue, LMS Durability, ...) that only dealwith
fatigue and do not calculate the stresses.

One of the latest developments with CAD-integrated simulation tools are fluid flow analysis that are
run in a CAD-integrated environment. In this case, however, the solver parameters of the CFD
program are set by the CAE specialist for a specific class of problems. The design engineer has the
possibility to vary his parameters only within a given range in a way that the nature of the flow (e.9.
laminar flow in a pipe) does not change.
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Figure l: Problem classification in CAD-integrated analysis
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Figure 2: Problem classification in stand-alone FE analysis

Analysis worffilow:

The usage of 3D CAD systems serves the basis for the actual development of CAD-integrated
analysis tools. About ten years ago most analysis started with the set-up of a CAE-model within a
general purpose FEM Preprocessing program. This process was sometimes very time consuming, but
had one big advantage. The model simplification was done during the construction of the 3D model.
Nowadays, the analysis programs whether CAD-|ntegrated or stand-alone receive a detailed 3D model
often containing very small radii, complex geometrical surfaces and often many sliver surfaces as well.

Although the hardware power was dramatically increased over the last years a 'push button' FE
analysis of such models is not always possible. Most often the CAD model has to be defeatured to
allow a (fast) analysis. Unfortunately this defeaturing is quite difficult within a CAE program. The
easiest way to perform this task is to do it within the CAD model. This, however, requires the design
engineer to perform this task what implies that he has knowledge about FE meshing.

In addition, it is often necessary to use fine meshes only in areas of interest due to hardware
limitations. Accordingly, the design engineer and the analysis specialist have to define the appropriate
mesh. The meshing itself can be performed in both the CAD program or a CAE program.

The procedure of using 3D Solid CAD models and defeaturing leads to the extensive usage of
tetrahedral elements. Now, it is the duty of the software vendors and analysis engineers to ensure that
second order elements are used for this type of models. First order (linear) tetrahedral elements are
intended for model checks onlv!
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Figure 3: Work-Flow of an FE analysis; sharing work between CAD, CAE and Evaluation
program

Examples:

Single part of an hydraulic system

To show the capabilities of integrated systems we analysed a single part of a hydraulic system using
different analysis tools, namely CATIA V5 FE tools as well as ABAQUS.
The part can be described as'solid part', accordingly a 3D mesh using tetrahedralelements seems
sufficient. The part was fixed at connection towards the hydraulic cylinder and loaded with by a
transverse force. The resulting Mises stresses at point 1 and 2 differ by approximately 5%.
It can be stated that single part analysis of a 'solid/volumetric' component using the same boundary
conditions yield similar results in both CAD-|ntegrated tools and stand-alone FE programs.

Mises equivalent stress
Point Abaqus (lin. TET) Catia (lin.TET) Catia (quadr. TET)

1 182 191 199
2 372 344 358
Table 1: Stress results at different points using Catia and Abaqus
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Figure 4: Mises stress hydraulic part

It must, however, be stated that the results of course depend on the used finite element mesh. The
above depicted hydraulic part was analysed using three different mesh sizes with 8mm and 5mm
global element size and an additional maximum geometric deviation of 0.5mm for the third version.
The resulting maximum Mises stresses and the required time to solve the problem are given in
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Version Element Size /
Deviation

Number of
Nodes

Max Mises
Stress

Analysis
time*

1 8.0 / -- - 8800 309 MPa 31 sec
2 5.0 /  1.0 - 93000 344 MPa 1 070 sec
3 5.0 /  0.5 - 213000 717 MPa 7273 sec

* Analysis performed on a single processor PC 3.2 GHz, 2.5G8 RAM
Table 2: Stress results using different mesh sizes using Catia V5

Kajak boat hull

The second example shows a thin walled structure, namely the hull of a boat (kajak). Due to the
nature of the structure which consists of 2 to 3mm thick glas fiber reinforced plastic plates a shell
element model is used for the analyses. This fact already limits the possible usage of CAD-integrated
since some of these packages are not capable of using shell elements. Moreover, if CAD-integrated
packages allow the usage the price for these programs might reach those of simple stand-alone
packages.

The model is fixed at the front end and simple supported at the back end. A loading corresponding to
the weight of two persons (80k9 each) is applied at the seats.

Supported end

Fixed end

Figure 5: Boat hull; loading and boundary situation

Performing linear elastic analysis again yields only differences in range of approximately 5 % when
comparing CATIA and ABAQUS results. This dramatically changes when geometric nonlinear effects
are taken into account. Due to the thin walled structure and the loading the side walls of the boat hull
tend to buckle and accordingly geometric nonlinearities are important in this case. A comparison of the
results now shows differences of up to 70% (or even 200% if you take the 'wrong' linear result as
starting point). In this example the stress values are significantly underestimated using linear analysis.
In addition, not only the stress values but also the areas with the highest stresses change significantly.
Whereas the linear analysis show the highest stresses in the evaluation points 2 and 3 the nonlinear
analysis exhibit the highest stresses in the evaluation point 4.
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Mises stress at standard load [MPa] Deviation [%]
point Abaqus geometric

nonlinear
Catia

1
2
J

4

18,6
23,0
27,0
14,3

17,5
19,7
20,5
13,0

-5,9
-14,3
-24,1
-9,1

Mises stress at maximum load [MPa] Deviation [%]
point Abaqus geometric

nonlinear
Catia

1
2
J

4

121,0
143,9
144,4
169,7

73,2
82,4
95,8
54,4

#fl-3e,5 \
{ -42,7
i

il -33,7
\ -oz,g 

"$Table 3: results boat hull: comparison Ahull; comparison baqus

Bolted flange connection

The third example is intended to show the possibilities of analysing assemblies using solid models and
nonlinear analysis on the one hand. And the risks using 'simple' shell models and fixed bolted
connections (MPC's) which are often needed to analyse complete piping applications on the other
hand.

The geometry of this example basically allows a modelling with solid or shell elements. This example
maybe gives a good picture of the current development in CAD integrated analysis.
The trend towards 3D CAD packages serves the basis for 3D Finite element analysis. Usually the
design engineer does not perform a simplification of the actual design. The part or assembly is
analysed as it is modelled in the CAD package.

Accordingly a solid model of the flange connection is supposed to be the standard choice for design
engineers. However, the modelling strategy yields large models and is not appropriate for piping
applications where several flanges and pipes are to be modelled.

The example uses both a solid and a shell model to show the differences and the modelling strategies.
The solid model uses hexagonal elements. The contact surface at the bottom of the flange is modelled
to gain realistic boundary conditions. The contact conditions between the screws and disks and the
disks and the flange are modelled as well. The screw cross-sections are fixed at the symmetry plane.
The shell model uses quadrilateral shell elements. The screws are idealized as 'rigid' Multi Point
Contraint's (MPC's; RBE 3 elements in Nastran terminology). The whole assembly is loaded with an
axial loading resulting in nominal axial stresses of 100MPa in the undisturbed region.

Figure 6: Bolted flange; loading and boundary situation
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Whereas the solid model yields Mises equivalent stresses of 265 MPa in the ribs and 'ltE"t llfipa n ttrc
flange, the shell model serves yields 155MPa in the ribs and 53 MPa in the flange. Accondin-n,g1S tiri,e
differences between the two models reach up to71o/ol

The results show that the solid model exhibits higher stresses than at the shell model. This was not
expected since the lever arm in the flange is higher in the shell model. Analytical calculations suggest
slightly higher values in the shell model due to the longer lever arm.

The reason for these very large differences becomes obvious when looking at the deformation mode
of both models. Whereas the solid model using contact conditions between the screws and the flange
allows a rotation of the flange underneath the screws the shell models restricts the flange rotation düe
to the 'rigid' MPC! The screw hole is actually modelled as simply supported in the solid model and as
fixed in the shell actuallv!
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A sub.stitution of the rigid MPC by a beam element with an appropriate cross-section changes the
situation significantly. Now the shell model exhibits stresses of 270 MPa in the ribs and 19ä Mpa in the
flange. These values are approximately 3% higher than those of the solid model. Now the FE results
match the expected resu/fs of the analyticat catcutationl lt must be noted at this point that an analytical
guess or precalculation is not always possible or unfortunately not always perfoimed although it would
be very beneficial in most cases.
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Additional analyses have been performed accounting for the wasliler [1or,nss. xt E silrffi ErEpgnsron
and also applying transversal loading. The results of the anatysE slwrec f,e frakrrnmrq res1J16s
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Shell models, which are often used in large scale models:
o Account for the washer thickness
o The modelling of the screws is critical

o Be very carefulwhen using MPC or BEAM 'spiders'
o Account for stiffness of screw head/nut ?l

. Modelling without contact is possible
r Flange deformations and stresses without contact modelling is not reliable

Solid models which are quite common in CAD-|ntegrated analysis
. Solid models are very useful, however
o High modelling effort

o Discretization influence ?
r Contact modelling is necessary !
o Limited to models with some screws (no large scale models)

o Limited hardware resources for larger models

Summary:

The usage of CAD-integrated analysis tools becomes more and more popular in the last years. Many
CAD programs meanwhile have built in or add-on capabilities to perform Finite element analysis. The
capabilities allow at least linear elastic analysis of single parts. Some of them allow the user to perform
more complex mechanical and thermal analysis including contact and other nonlinear effects. This
also allows the analyses of assemblies.
The experience with some of those tools used by customer's results in several topics that are to be
discussed:

. A geometry defeaturing has to be performed in many cases; this work has to be performed in
the CAD package. Accordingly, the design engineer needs knowledge about FE meshing.

. Due to the commonly complex 3D geometric representation nearby every integrated package
uses tetrahedral elements to analyse the part. Second order (quadratic) elements should be
used for all analyses.

. Linear static analysis and eigenfrequency calculations in CAD-integrated analysis programs
yields good and reliable results

r When assemblies are analysed in cad-integrated tools care has to be taken on the modelling
of the connecting elements. Although bolts and screws can be modelled, their mechanical
behaviour has to be checked before using them.

o Contact modelling requires detailed knowledge about the contact algorithm. A'fixed'
connection should be used with care. Changes in the contact area during the loading might
significantly alter the stress patterns.

. 'Bulky parts' modelled with solid elements can be analysed and yield reliable results.

. Thin parts which have to be modelled using shell elements cannot be used in every integrated
program. Moreover, these parts sometimes require geometric nonlinear analyses, which are
seldom possible in CAD-|ntegrated programs.

o Material nonlinearities are only sometimes needed to achieve realistic results. Especially
applications using plastic parts tend to exhibit nonlinear elastic behaviour.

CAD-integrated finite element analyses are already in use in different companies and are used for
several applications. The question that we have to answer for future developments is 'How much
complexity must or should we add to CAD-integrated programs?' lf such programs are capable of
performing complex nonlinear analysis including contact, geometric and material nonlinearities the
design engineers using these program must have the skills to use the programs and to evaluate the
results.

One way could be to set-up 'wizards' for company specific problem classes allowing them to solve
their tasks using high level FE analysis in the design process. However, these recipes have to be
carefully used and checked by analysis specialists. The challenge for both the Software providers and
the engineering service providers is to transfer the knowledge for analysing complex assemblies and
to share the needed Know-How with the design engineers. This also will lead to better designs in early
development phases and may reduce time and cost in the design. On the other hand the design
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engineers have to learn that finite element analysis is not onty a 'push buton'Ek Andyiürcd
calculations should be performed in advance to every FE analysis if possible.
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